
10/1/22, Microsoft deprecating Basic 
authentication in Exchange Online. 

The deprecation may impact use of the Zoom Outlook Plug-in  
and cause issues with O365 calendar integration. 

The deprecation removes the ability to use Basic authentication in Exchange Online for 
Exchange ActiveSync (EAS), POP, IMAP, Remote PowerShell, Exchange Web Services (EWS), 
Offline Address Book (OAB), Outlook for Windows, and Mac. → Microsoft makes these 
changes on a rolling basis, so UFIT cannot provide an exact date when it will apply to our 
tenant.  

The seven steps below should be all that an end-user needs to follow to ensure that Modern 
Authentication is set up for their Zoom-Outlook plugin.  Modern authentication has been the 
default setting for a while, so a significant number of users will already be correctly set.  For 
your convenience, you can paste these instructions to any of your constituents who require 
assistance.  These steps will also be added to the Zoom page located at 
https://video.ufl.edu/conferencing/zoom/: =========================→ 

1. Sign in to the UFL Zoom portal  
2. Click Profile, then scroll down the page and find the Others 
3. Under Calendar and Contacts Integration, click Edit next to the email address.  

Note: You should see Microsoft’s blue window icon next to your email if you are using 
Office 365.  

4. Click Office 365, then click Next.  
5. Check Authorize with OAuth 2.0, if necessary.  

Note: If Authorize with OAuth 2.0 is already checked, then you are already using OAuth 
2.0 for authentication, and may click Cancel.  You are not using Basic authentication and 
do not need to take any other action. 

6. Click Authorize. 
7. Sign in with the credentials you use for Office 365. 

There is also the potential for the Zoom calendar integration to break.  → UFIT has no way to 
determine who in the UF community has made calendar integrations or what type of 
authentication is being used. Please communicate with your constituents about the potential 
impact of the change.  
Thank you and Go Gators! 
Tracy Gale Associate Director for Communications UF Information Technology    
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